Creative Curriculum home learning challenges
The big questions: What is London famous for? How has London changed?
Bronze (1 point)

English

Sliver (2 points)

Use 5 common exception words in sentences.
Write a letter to your teacher to tell her about your weekend.

Maths

Science

Create a poster to represent one number
between 1-20 in different ways.

Draw a picture of a suitcase and the items you would take on
holiday to stay clean and healthy.
E.g toothpaste, clean socks…

Gold (3 points)
What adventures would Paddington have if he went to
Antarctica? Who might he meet? What would he eat? Write a
short story.

Choose 8 two digit numbers and partition them in different
ways.
E.g 16 = 10 + 6
16 = 11 + 5
16 = 8 + 8

Learn your 2 times table off by heart, so that you can answer
questions quickly and out of order.

Design a plate of healthy food. Label the foods. Explain why we
need to eat them.

Make a board game about living a healthy lifestyle. You could
include things about diet, hygiene, exercise, sleep etc

Visit the London Transport Museum. Research the job of a
Create a list of 7 questions you would ask the Queen about what
London bus driver and how it has changed over the last hundred
it is like to live in Buckingham Palace.
years. Present your research as an information poster titled:
London Buses - Past to Present

History
Geography

Keep a weather diary for a week. Things to include could be;
rain, sunshine, cloudy sky and temperature.

Art/Design Technology

Design a train for the future. What will be the same as trains
now? What will be different?

Draw or paint a picture of how you think Elizabeth Tower (Big
Ben) will look when it is uncovered. Can you label it too?

Make a 3D model of a London landmark.

Personal, Social and
Emotional
Development

How have you been responsible this week at home or school?
Draw a picture and write a sentence to explain what you did.

Do one responsible thing each day for a week. Ask an adult to
write what you did. How did it make them feel?

Make up a song or rap about responsibility. Can you add
suitable actions? Perform it to your class.

